
Catching up with Michael
Video lesson 2 

Season 1



Some expressions from the 
conversation: 

1. “Yeah, yeah, yeah, like, kind of not in the city,”

2. “I see you on Facebook, um, and sometimes, 
like, you're working at a bar, as well? Do you, 
like, do you do that…”

3. “Like, maybe at least two times a month”



Read these expressions aloud, 
with “like” and without “like”

“Yeah, yeah, yeah, like, kind of not in the city,”

“Yeah, yeah, yeah, kind of not in the city,”



Read these expressions aloud, 
with “like” and without “like”

“I see you on Facebook, um, and sometimes, like, 
you're working at a bar, as well? Do you, like, do 
you do that-“

“I see you on Facebook, um, and sometimes, 
you're working at a bar, as well? Do you do that-“



Read these expressions aloud, 
with “like” and without “like”

“Like, maybe at least two times a month”

“Maybe at least two times a month”



Why is “like” everywhere?  
And it doesn’t mean anything?



The sounds of  
spoken English



Spoken English:  
“like”



“Like”
In casual conversation, we use “like” A LOT (37 
times in the conversation with Michael, for 
example!)

We use it for many different reasons



1. “Like” = to have time to 
formulate your idea

“A lot, yeah, yeah, yeah. Like, uh, yeah, I've seen 
you, I mean I see you on Facebook and 
everything, but, uh-”



2. “Like” = to approximate

“It's been, like, forever since we've 
seen each other.”



2. “Like” = to approximate 

“It's been, like, forever since we've 
seen each other.”

“Like, maybe at least two times a month, 
maybe four times a month…”



3. “Like” = to report what others 
say

“Has, has anybody ever asked you for a drink, 
and you're like, "I don't know what that is."



4. “Like” = to give an example, 
to explain further

Michael: “Especially when you live in 
another country.”

Christina: “In another country, yeah, like 
across the ocean, yeah.”





Michael: “Nowadays, though, we have cell 
phones. You just turn around real quick and 
Google it.”

Christina: “…and Google it. What is this cocktail, 
and then you're like, "Okay, I can 
make it." And so do you, um, so, like, like, can 
you do the fancy shaker stuff or, or 
no?”



Michael: “Nowadays, though, we have cell 
phones. You just turn around real quick and 
Google it.”

Christina: “…and Google it. What is this cocktail, 
and then you're like, "Okay, I can 
make it." And so do you, um, so, like, like, can 
you do the fancy shaker stuff or, or 
no?”

reporting what 
Michael says

hesitating, 
finding time to 

formulate



Listen to these extracts again

Focus on understanding the 
sentence, and not concentrating 

on every word





It's been, like, forever since 
we've seen each other





I see you on Facebook, um, 
and sometimes, like, you're 

working at a bar, as well? Do 
you, like, do you do that…





“Yeah, yeah, yeah, like, 
kind of not in the city,”





Like, maybe at least two 
times a month, 





In another country, yeah, 
like across the ocean, yeah. 





Michael: I've been doing that 
for, uh, nine years now.

Christina: Okay, yeah, right. 
So, like, pretty long time?





Outside of the city, but in the ... 
We call it the Metroplex, so-
like, it's just suburbia I guess 

you would call it.



Pronunciation & comprehension 
are like 

two sides of the same coin



Have fun! 
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